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Our Unified Brand Strategy
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Consumers choose 
brands that make it easy

Easy to find 

Easy to access

Easy to remember
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The need for a unified identity

Historically, our ministry’s reputation was complex, limiting our ability to optimize internal 
operations and confining reputations of excellence to individual local communities. 



A unified consumer 
brand

Supports our Mission and growth 
strategy: 
• establishes service line recognition across 

geographies
• draw from a larger pool of patients
• maintain system referrals within Ascension to 

achieve continuity of care across state lines

• enhances recruiting efforts and helps us retain 
top talent 

• attract national employers 

• gives us a stronger voice to advocate for those 
in need



Better connects our care

• Ascension is added to legacy hospital 
names and specialty care sites

Ascension St. Vincent

• Physician offices carry the Ascension 
Medical Group name and logo with legacy 
name as secondary read
• This ties our providers to the second largest 

provider organization in the U.S.

Ascension Medical Group
St. Vincent
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How our brand 
reflects our Mission 
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Chosen by our historic sponsors

Our historic sponsors chose the name Ascension
because it invites us all to share in the healing
ministry and implies hope and growth.

The name “Ascension” references an account in
the Christian scriptures when Jesus ascends to
heaven and places his healing ministry into the
hands of that early community, sending them
forth to be vessels and instruments of
transformation.

There was clear consensus that the new
name should be easy to pronounce and
read, and that it should not be an acronym
or include a geographic reference. It also
should have a clear religious reference.
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Chosen by our historic sponsors

Our historic sponsors chose the Christian trinity symbol as our 
logo and integrated the "A" in Ascension as visible sign 
expressing our call to unity, community and love as a healing 
ministry of Jesus.

The three colors in the symbol were chosen to represent the 
Christian trinity symbol, with green representing growth, blue 
for health and purple
for compassion.
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Gothic-style arch is a visual 
cue to our faith-based 
heritage

•The arch used in signage is 
derived from the top of the 
Ascension trinity symbol logo.

•Points upward, inspiring us to 
continue our growth and 
outreach

•Easy to see from afar to help 
patients find us



This arch graphic acts as a visual 
cue of our presence throughout 
our communities:

• Signage 

• Fleet

• Marketing

• Associate communications

• Corporate ID materials

A sign of distinction

Unified Brand
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Our Mission and our Values are everywhere
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Brand touch points
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The promise we make as 
Ascension

It is the intersection of our 
Mission, our quality and what 
consumers want.

It is what excites those we 
serve, physicians and caregivers 
about who we authentically are 
as Ascension.

Our 
Promise

Our 
Clinical Quality

Our 
Mission

Consumer
Demand
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OUR PROMISE:
 

Ascension caregivers provide 
compassionate, personalized care for all, 

especially those who need it most.

Listening to you, caring for you. ™
We are Ascension.
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Ascension awareness is growing

We are investing heavily in marketing and resources to 
spread awareness of our Ascension brand

• TV commercials

• Print ads

• Radio commercials

• Social media and online ads

• Google search 

• Sponsorships

• Public Relations
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Consumers are associating our brand 
with quality

Awareness Tracking

Those aware 
of Ascension 
have a more 
positive view 
of their local 

ministry’s 
quality of 

care.
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Consumers choose 
brands that make it easy

Easy to find 
• Arch graphics can be seen from afar 

• Clear naming and wayfinding structure

• Maximized visibility

Easy to access
• Consumer-centric naming and wayfinding

Easy to remember
• Consistent branding strategy

• Brand promise reinforced in all marketing
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Maintainging 
Brand Integrity
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Brand Resources

Brand Guidelines and Resources- ascension.org/brand 
• Ascension Brand Central 

• Design Guidelines
• Digital guidelines
• Video guidelines
• Pediatric guidelines

• Logos, graphics and photos
• Pre-designed self-service templates for stationery and collateral

• Writing Style Guide
• (there is also a consumer writing style guide available from the Marketing team)

• Ascension Store
• Merchandise and apparel for purchase and special order

Anything carrying the Ascension name and/or logo must come to the brand team for review 
brand@ascension.org 

https://ascension.org/brand
mailto:brand@ascension.org



